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Design Brief

Teeter-Totter’s are a classic piece of playground history.  They are simple Type I levers 
that allow two or more people to enjoy the rush of being propelled off the ground and 
falling back down.  

The issue with teeter-totter designs of old is when individuals of different masses are 
on opposite sides of the device, the person with the lesser mass is not able to drop 
back to the ground.  More simply if a very fat person and very skinny person are on the 
teeter totter, the fatty will always push the toothpick upward, and won’t be able to be 
returned upward.  

The solution: the revolutionary, new Adjust-A-Teet.  This device will allow 
manipulation of the device to make the load and mass evenly distributed.  



Design & Product Research
For comparison, the following three products currently available in the marketplace were assessed.  

Aspects of each such as soundness in design, price, function, and reviews were considered.

Rkwoodcrafts

Teeter-Totter/SeeSaw
Pure Fun 360 –
Adjustable Swivel

Spiro-Hop Seesaw: 
National Sporting Goods



Rkwoodcrafts

→ private seller through Etsy

Description
• This teeter totter is constructed of Western Red Cedar.  It 

is adjustable in height so that users can raise or lower 
with age and growth.  It is also adjustable from a center 
pivot to one other pivot point toward each seat, allowing 
the change in centers of mass. 

• It sells on Etsy for $340.

• The product received a 5 star average review of 191 total 
reviewers.  Customers noted the quality of construction 
and ease of adjustment specifically.  

Pro’s

- 2 way adjustment
- Handle bars for 

safety
- Simple peg/pin 

for fastening
- Attractive design
- Quality Materials

Con’s

- 96” plank is a bit 
small and limits 
height achieved

- Wood not good 
material for public 
playground

- Price very high
- Need to lift plank 

and support in 
adjustment



PureFun 360 – Adj. Swivel

→Walmart and Amazon

Description
• This teeter totter is constructed of steel tubing.  It utilizes 

bolts with lock washers and nuts for assembly.  Rather than a 
moving pivot, this design employs a telescoping tube for each 
seat allowing the seat to move forward or backward.  This can 
only be done by removal of the fasteners. 

• It sells on Amazon for $59.95.

• The product received a 3.5 Star average from 45 reviews. 
Reviews noted “fun product,” but many noted “difficulty in 
assembly, bolts do not stay tight, confusing instructions.”

Pro’s

- 2 way adjustment
- Handle bars for 

safety
- Attractive design
- Quality Materials
- Seats individually 

move away from 
fulcrum

- No support 
needed to adjust

Con’s

- Short span limits 
height achieved

- Exposed 
hardware creates 
risk of injury

- Price very high
- Need to lift plank 

and support in 
adjustment

- Pinch risk



Spiro Hop Seesaw

→ Amazon

Description
• This teeter totter is constructed of steel tubing.  It has one 

additional bolt hole on the main tube for repositioning the 
center.  The spirohop has nicely constructed handlebars and a 
three-leg frame to stay flat on the floor.  The inflatable balls 
act as a seat as well as a “return to air” assist.  There is a 
parent-help handle to the rear of each seat. 

• It sells on Amazon for $154.78

• The product received a 3.5 Star review.  Although above 
average many reviews noted cracked seats, hardware 
loosening often, balls falling out, handle grips cracking and 
sliding off, and even mention of an injury from fall off 
resulting in an ER visit. 

Pro’s

- 2 way adjustment
- Handle bars for 

safety
- Attractive design
- Quality Materials
- Bounce back 

assist
- Parent handle
- 3-leg base for 

stability

Con’s

- Short length limits 
height achieved

- Exposed 
hardware creates 
risk of injury

- Price very high
- Only one optional 

adjustment
- Multiple 

testimonials of 
failures



Concept Sketch



Concept Sketch



Concept Sketch



Design Matrix
 

Engineering Design Matrix 

- Categories should be assigned weight according to importance (this number corresponds to the number of categories) 

- Ratings (quantities) should always be of even numbers of 4 or more.  Avoid too high a number as it makes decisions confusing 

- Notations should be made in each category for each proposed idea for why you chose to assign the value you did 

- Inserting a CAM-SCANNED copy of your concept sketch with each proposed idea can help in referencing 

EXEMPLAR 

 

CONCEPT IMAGE Criteria “A” Weight Criteria “B” Weight Criteria 

“C”  

Weight Criteria 

“D” 

Weight 

O  SAFETY 1 
Value=4 

DESIGN 
COST 

4 
Value=1 

BUILD 
COST 

2 
Value=3 

EFFICIENC
Y 

3 
Value = 2 

Teeter 

Totter 
with Pin to 

move 
plank  

        

Teeter 

Totter 
with cog 
system to 

adjust 
plank on 

center 

 

        

Teeter 
Totter w/ 

spring pin 
to move 
seat 

 

        

          

4 = Excellent 3 = Good 2 = Acceptable 1 = Poor 0 = Not Evident    



Final - Concept Sketch



Final - Concept Sketch - Multiview



Final Working CAD drawings and 3D 
renderings + Design Prototype
• All slides shown on this Exemplar MUST 

be completed before beginning any 
design work on the computer

• PDF or screen-shots of CAD drawings will 
be added to this presentation following 
the Final concept sketch drawings.

• Rendered 3D models or part assemblies 
should be included 

• Pictures of the completed Prototype 
should be added as your final 
presentation slide(s), and demonstrated 
on the date of your design presentation. 

• This means ----How many slides should I 
have at minimum?________

• Questions/Concerns?



Conclusion

• Describe what worked well

• Describe what needed
improvement

• Describe what you learned

• Photo of Prototype


